
Ø Aim to re-identify a person from non-overlapping camera views.
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Ø Training with decentralized data suffers from statistical heterogeneity: 
different # images and # IDs; different illuminations, resolutions, etc.
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Ø A new federated unsupervised person ReID system, FedUReID.
Ø Joint optimizations of cloud and edge to address the statistical 

heterogeneity among edges.
Ø Extensive experiments and ablations demonstrate the effectiveness 

of FedUReID with joint optimizations.

Ø Federated Person ReID [2]: implement federated learning to person 
ReID. It trains person ReID on edges instead of centralizing images

Problem:	need	data	labels

Annotating	data	is	
Expensive,	Laborious,	and

Time-consuming

Query Images from cameras that are centralized in a server

Federated Unsupervised Person ReID	System

Training Flow
1. Local training: clients conduct training using local models
2. Model upload: clients upload trained backbones to the server
3. Model aggregation: server aggregates them for a new global model
4. Model update: server updates clients’ local models with global model
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Personalized Epoch (PE) @ Edge
Ø Clients adjust computation according to training feedbacks: early-

stop when they have enough computation for good precision.

Personalized Clustering (PC) @ Edge
Ø Each client uses the profiler to obtain their personalized clusters to 

merge each round, since their # IDs and # images are different.

Personalized Update (PU) @ Cloud 
Ø Update clients’ model with personalization by interpolating the global 

and local models:
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Ø Not feasible to centralize the training images due to data privacy 
protection regulations, e.g., GDPR

8	Datasets	used	
in	the	paper

How to address unlabeled data in clients? (Clustering Flow)
Ø Baseline: Hierarchical Clustering [3] to predict pseudo labels

Joint	Optimizations	of	Cloud	and	Edge
for statistical heterogeneity

(3) Ablation study: each optimization leads to better performance

(2) FedUReID with all optimizations outperforms baseline and 
standalone training (training with one client) on all datasets.

(1) FedUReID with all optimizations outperforms other methods on two datasets
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